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TEACHING TIP 3 (continued): Feedback can be 
given for each section as the capstone student is 
writing so edits can be made. Therefore, at the end 
of the 14-week experience, the student will have a 
well-developed manuscript that describes what was 
completed and will have demonstrated advanced 
learning (ACOTE, 2018). Chapters 10 and 11 go into 
much more detail on types of capstone deliverables.

Depending on the project, the timeline for the capstone 
and the deliverable may be different for each student. To 
keep on track as students move through the capstone experi-
ence, establishing a timeline for the deliverable is important. 
The finalized capstone project can provide a summative as-
sessment of the capstone student’s integration of knowledge. 
Table 7-4 gives an example of a timeline for the capstone 
deliverable.

Communication throughout the 14-week DCE is key to a 
successful experience. Communication between the faculty 
mentor (or chair) and/or doctoral capstone coordinator and 
capstone student can be more formal through weekly online 
forums. Communication between the site mentor and cap-
stone coordinator is also important. Site visits can be an im-
portant form of communication for the capstone team. Refer 
to Appendix 9-A in Chapter 9 for an example of a site visit 
form used by the Department of Occupational Therapy at 
Duquesne University.

TEACHING TIP 4: As the faculty mentor (or cap-
stone chair), you can help the doctoral student keep 
on track by following and participating in the learn-
ing management system online forums, scheduling 
check-in meetings in person or on the phone, grad-
ing/reviewing papers in a timely fashion so that edits 
can be made and updated before the next section of 
the paper is due, and finally ensuring that capstone 
students are keeping you up to date on their move-
ment through the capstone timeline.

chapter Summary
Organization is crucial to the success of capstone students 

as they enter the implementation phase of the doctoral expe-
rience and project. Months of preparation and planning have 
gone into the development of the capstone experience and 
project, and now is the time to show the fruits of the labor. A 
well-developed plan for orientation and project implementa-
tion is important to set the student up for initial success. This 
chapter has presented the doctoral student with a plan for 
project management and described the five stages of the cap-
stone experience and project. Following the five stages and 
documenting the in-depth learning that has taken place are 
essential to a successful experience.

Learning Activities
1. Think, Pair, Share (Ridgway, Sachs, & Stephenson, 

2015). Think: Create an elevator speech. How will you 
describe to someone the purpose of your capstone ex-
perience and project in the time you may spend with a 
person in a hotel elevator? Pair: Pair up with another 
student. Share: As partners, practice your elevator 
speeches and give feedback.

2. Create an overall timeline based on your goals and ob-
jectives for your capstone experience and project. See 
Appendix 7-A.

3. Determine questions for your needs assessment. What 
questions will you ask of what people? Write three to 
five questions each for site employees, the population 
served, and other stakeholders. 
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Table 7-4. The Capstone Deliverable Timeline
PHASE OF WRITTEN CAPSTONE FINAL REPORT DUE DATE
Literature review/background information  
(Even though this was completed before the start of the experience, 
it is important to update the literature and the needs assessment.)

End of week 3

Screening and evaluation End of week 4

Implementation End of week 13

Discontinuation, program outcome, sustainability End of week 14

Dissemination plan End of week 14


